CALL FOR APPLICATIONS: 2022 PUBLICATION GRANTS – CEDEJ KHARTOUM

Permanent call open until November 1 2022

The French Centre for Economic, Law and Social Studies in Sudan (CEDEJ Khartoum) is offering Publication Grants to offset costs incurred in producing works of scholarship in print or in other media.

Our funding programme supports the dissemination of knowledge in the field of Social Sciences on Sudan (Anthropology, History, Human Geography, Political Sciences, and Sociology). Applications will be assessed according to their academic rigour, originality, and contribution to scholarship. Applications will be considered for both long (monographs, edited volumes) and short form (articles) texts.

The publication must suits explicitly with at least one of our scientific themes of research: (1) Governance, public policy, politics; (2) City, citizenship, migration and urban environments; (3) Environment, nature and resource management; (4) History of contemporary Sudan

Researchers who currently do not have a scholarship with CEDEJ Khartoum have priority. Publication projects should be ready to go to press or appear online within two years from the call opening. The CEDEJ does not make any retrospective awards for books already published.

Grant Information

Long-form publications
A maximum grant of 2000€ is available when applied for by an author providing an invoice from a Publisher to support costs (Printing & binding, design & layout, licensing of images, reproduction & copyright costs, Graphics, Indexing, Production) associated with the production of long-form publications in print or digital format.

short-form publications
A maximum grant of 1000€ is available to support costs incurred by authors (editing and proof reading) for a short-form publication, in either print or digital format. It cannot cover publications fees involved in making a work available as open access for private publishers. Authors are encouraged to submit their works to open access publishers and papers submitted to the two journals associated to the CEDEJ Khartoum have priority: Sources. Materials & Fieldwork in African Studies (https://www.sources-journal.org/350) and EMA (https://journals.openedition.org/ema/1717) soon ESMA (Egypte, Soudan, Monde Arabe)

How to apply
Associated researchers and students to the CEDEJ Khartoum can apply. There is no nationality restriction. Applications can be written in French or in English. Interested applicants will send an email to luisa.arango@cedejkhartoum.com with the following documents:

- the Application Form downloadable on our website
- Abbreviated CV of author or editor
- the signed convention as associated research to the CEDEJ Khartoum